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To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. @ f 99J ACM C Figure  2 ) and are due to 6 A total of 38560 transactions, all of which were short-running committed transactions, were filtered out. Since these transactions had no participants, their only effect was to increase the tot al count of short, committed, single-machine, read-only transactions. DFS from the second phase of the protocol, since it does not need to know whether the transaction commits or aborts. In contrast, using one transaction per file written has a large effect on the running time of the tests. There are a number of reasons for this: (1) Log forces must occur for each file, rather than a single log force at the conclusion of the test.
(2) The log is on one of the disks used for storing files, so additional seeks are required.
The forcing of file data blocks occurs synchronously rather than asynchronously as the file system buffer pool fills.
The Andrew benchmark (Table 3) creates a directory tree (Ma.keDi~), copies a set of files into the directory tree ( Copy), runs 1s to list the status of all files (Scan- Theimer.
